
Classroom Activities for Weird Wild &
Wonderful

poems by James Carter, illustrated by Neal Layton (Otter-Barry Books)

Weird Wild & Wonderful is my ‘best of’ collection. It features my most
popular and requested poems for 7-11s from 25 years of writing poetry – plus
there are also eight brand new poems too. The book is illustrated by the
utterly brilliant Neal Layton, and one of the many things that I love about
Neal’s work is that he so perfectly matches the tone and feeling of each
poem he illustrates. With this collection, and as with all my poetry
collections, I tried to include as many different types of poems as I could – from daft and
comical to quiet and thoughtful.

There are poems on animals, science, space. There’s one about a ghost. Another about
an angel. You’ll find list poems, shape poems, nonsense poems, story poems, memory
poems, acoustics, kennings, haikus – and that’s just for starters! See if your class can find
a poem that they like in the book and write their own version.

The book is split into three themed sections, but you can dip in anywhere you like. Fancy
a few riddles? Try ‘Spot The Fairy Tales’ on p.29. Need an eco poem for a topic or an
assembly? Try ‘Who Cares?’ on p.50. Fancy a laugh? Sing ‘Lullaby For A Woolly Mammoth’
(p. 17) to a mate!

Conversation Poem – ‘What Did You Do At School Today?’

I do like conversation poems. They’re like little plays, and they’re such fun to write. In this
book, there are four of these, yet they’re all very different. In one of them, a wolf meets
up with a dog (‘Between The Dog and the Wolf’ p.39), in another, a human tries to talk to
a fly (‘Conversation With A Fly’ p22), in ‘The Big Things’ (p.24) I’m chatting with my
neighbour, and in this one (‘What Did You Do At School Today?’ p.12), a child is trying to

tell an adult what they have been up to all day, but the adult is
clearly not actually listening. Ask your pupils if this has ever
happened to them!

Now ask the class to write their own version of this poem, and
start off with the things that they do on average school day, even
bringing in teacher’s / friends’ names, and then finish off with
some ridiculously outrageous thing that clearly didn’t happen, just
to prove the adult at home (maybe a parent or guardian) ISN’T
listening! Try and keep it short and punchy.



Free Verse Memory Poem - ‘Sweet Meadow’, ‘The Shooting Stars’,
‘How Easily’

These are one of my favourite forms of poem to write. They may seem
simple, but they can take a lot of writing, with trial and error, to bring a
real event to life effectively. The final poem in the book (‘How Easily’ p.92)
was written for a Year 6 class just before they left Primary school, and it
was an invitation for them to write their own memory poems.

Ask your class to think of a few, simple moments in their lives. Nothing
too long, too detailed – rather than a whole holiday or an entire day, they
should bring out a single event. It could be as simple as eating an ice
cream on the beach, finding a conker, spotting a fox, scoring a goal, or
making a new friend in the playground.

Read through my memory poems and see how both the lines and verses
are short. Ask your pupils to start with notes - scribble down everything
you can. Little details are important. In ‘Sweet Meadow’ (p. 48) I mention the wild flowers and
the summer sun. In ‘The Shooting Stars’ (p.74) I bring in details such as the trail of the stars that
looked like paint being thrown across the night sky, and how we were all oohing and ahhing as if
we were watching a firework display. Use sights, sounds, smells, and sensations to bring your
own mini-story to life. Don’t just tell us what it was like, show us!

Metaphor List Poem ‘She’s...’

This poem was written for Mothers’ Day, from my then very young daughters to my wife. It’s
based on an old workshop called ‘The Furniture Game’ from a few decades back, but it’s still a
great one as it gets you to think really creatively about someone. It’s a list poem – of metaphors.

Your pupils could write about a famous person or a book character (Harry Potter?) or even a
teacher! It would be quicker and easier not to rhyme, as rhyming poems take an age to get tight,
and rhyme can encourage you to use words that don’t quite make sense!

So. Your pupils could think of what someone would be if they were  –
● a colour
● a drink
● a taste
● a piece of clothing
● a sound
● a place
● a season
● an animal

and even mix in some similes too to go along with your metaphors –
“s/he’s as.............. as a .........................”.

They could either begin by stating who it’s about, eg ‘My teacher is../my
aunty is ..’ or reveal who it is at the end so it’s a surprise! Or, if they
wanted to make it a riddle, don’t say who it is at all, and the reader can

guess!

Good luck, writers!


